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Event# 17001003519 

DETAILS: 

Glendale, Arizona and myself 

Arizona, frlendlBMWilMPMBfrom a suburb around Dallas, Texas, friend Master 
Servant USAF^Mi^^urrentlystatiGned atFort 8fagg In North Carolina, were attending 
Route 91 Harvest Festival on the evening of October 1, 2017, This was mine and my wife's 
fourth (4th) year attending the Festival, we had been every year since it started. 

The five (5) of us watched the two (2) prior artist perform, before Jason Aldean took the 
stage, from fifteen (15) feet from the stage, bn our fight side of the stage, as cfrcled.and marked 
as No, 1 on the attached map. About ten (10) minutes before Jason took the stage my wife and 
I moved fifteen (15) feet back still on the right side of the stage, ending up just to the right side 
of the trailer bar alongside the stage, bei^abouf thirty {30} feet from the stage, puttings ht 
the corner separating <3A and VIP area, as circled and marked as No. 2 on the attached map. 
My brother-in-law and two (2) friends stayed at the fifteen (15) foot.mark where we had been 
standing. We did this because my wife and fare short and the crowd started to compact and 
we could not see the stage, 

During Jason's 5th song; a VERY Idud static noise occurred (the 1st thirty (30) round dip) 
it was very obviously coming from directly behind us, I thought it was static from the speakers 

andspMndSystembecauseitWassobudthatlcouJdnothearthebandorlason, thenreaiized 
there were no speakers behind us, we and no one around us, at that time, took cover. Then 
about ten (10) seconds later, another thirty (30) round clip was fired, when this deedrred large 
pieces of confetti flew overhead of us and we thought it was fireworks from the show or from 
someone in tbe VIP area and we started to duck down and others did too. Teh (10) seconds 
latdf tbd 3rd thirty (30) rouridclipwaS fired, jason1 made a run, for it off the stage, we1 knew then 
it was definitely gunfire but only knew it was directly behind us. 

Another concert goer, a man, to my right, threw the gate opened to the VIP area and my 
wife grabbed my hand and we ran towards the gunfire through that gate because the closest 
cover was there. We ended up on the left side of the little food trailer that was next to the 
trailer bar, ending up beside a large smoker for that food trailer, as circled arid marked as No. 3 
on the attached map. 1 threw my wife and several women trying to run by under a 2x4 metal 
restaurant kitchen prep style table, sitting to the left of this smoker, there Was about S of us 
that ended up there. 
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<mn: ft is VERY important to understand that we Stayed there for the entire shooting and the 
entire time we thought the shooter was a hundred feet (100) away on the other side of the 
covered fence, in the street, in front of us. The rounds Were so loud, we had no Idea he was up 
In the hotel shooting. We (i) thought we needed to make a run for It because if he came down 
the fence line We would have nowhere to go- There were NO uniformed LVMPD police officers 
on the inside area of the concert venue, NONE, We REALLY needed someone with a. gun and 
radio, loud speaker maybe, to tell us to stay put because he was up in the hotel and noton the 
ground as we-thought.^ 

<NQTE; When we ended up behind the smoker, I notice the mein venue lights came on lighting 
up the entire venue! Video \ saw after the fact shows the lights down for Jason to perform, 
then the lights go out when he runs; then the lights fully come Up showing the entire Venue- J 
WANT ANSWERS, this enabled the shooter to see where everyone was located, even if we 
Could run, we were not able to because we were lit up like a fishbowl! Was this an automatic 
lighting feature of when the stage lighting was turned off or did someone turn them on? if 
someone purposely turned them on, i have no blame in that person because l brutally know the 
cheos and mayhem that was around us. This, training needs tobe in the planning of an event 
and this should not be an automatic feature of:^ 

<mf ti We had nowhere to run as there were no exits on this side or the other side of the 
stage, up front! At the time I was glad as we (I) thought he was on the other side of the fence. 
But also thought if he entered in the entrance on the other side of the VlP area, we again would 
have nowhere to run. This also needs to be looked at for future events.> 

i counted approximately eighteen (IS) thirty (30) round clips in a row of what I first 
thought was Uzi then realized there was no burp and it must be AR15 (strictly a guess) and then 
felt relief as one (1) clip of maybe fifteen (15) rounds of a much larger round, thought maybe a 
AK47, had (have) no idea of what LVMPD carry, but thought at that time LVMPD finally made it 
to our end of the street (we thought he was in the street), but very shortly after that clip, 
another five (5) to stx (6) thirty (30) round clips were continually fired again. 
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There was a ion® pause after that lastshot/cflp, we waited maybe two {2} minutes ami 
shuffled to the right of us and ended uj> behind the trailer bar next to the stage and found 

several others were there too and could not move as people were packed in, I do not 

remember another thirty (30} round dip but my wife states there was one fired while we were 

behind the trailer bar, My wife and I Waited another four (4) minutes and thought it Was time 

to make a run for it as there had been no fire for about six (6) minutes, plus westlif believed he 

was in the street, Most people that were there behind and beside the trailer bar ran alongside 

the front of the stage to the other side of thefield, my wife and I ran the length of the field 

where we witness several deceased Individuals (there was no movement from any and some 

were very obviously deceased). We ran the length because I did not want to give the shooter a 

line of fire like those rubbing alongside the stage to the other side to the other front corner of 
the venue. 1 

<N0TE: We now know we made a huge mistake by running because days later we found out it 

took LVMPD seventy-five (75) minutes to enter the shooter's room which means he could have 

continued to fire, at arty time. Including when we and most others remaining ran across the 

field, Luckily he did not We were the last of fifteen (15) people of the twen ty^two thousand 

there with a radio (and gun* any gun) to let us know if we should run dr stay put, we (I) guessed 

and guessed Wrong, When finally running but of the venue.we still did hot sec any LVMPD 
uniformed officers in the venue.> 

<N0TE: On my iPhone, I get Amber Alerts, Bad Weather Alerts and during the eleven (11) 

minutes of aptoticgunfire ahd seventy (75) topk to gain entry into the 

. shobtpr's room, NO Active Shooter Alert with any details; Weeds tp be set up and should be 
'. very easily dbne> , '■'", ■' 

<NOT£: it took us from the time of the first shot, about one (1) hour and fifteen (15) minutes to 

gather our group together (ail five (5) of us made it out uninjured (separated four (4) ways) with 

the exception of the tweaking Of my right knee) and got back to the Excalibur Hotel, where we 

Were staying. NO ONE In the casino area (guests/gamblers) knew what was going on outside 

with an actlye shooter, because NO ONE from the hotel was saying anything to, anyone and 
allowing all to enter without checking bags, at that point they needed to. Lockdown did not 

occur until about two (2) hours after the shooting, VERY SLOW acknowledgement by the hotel 

staff. My understanding from security there, the hotel did not lock down until LVMPD told 
them to. VERY UNACCEPTABLE^ 

<NOT£; I heard every round and felt every shot from the first shot to the last shot and there 

was never ?n overlapping of the rounds coming in at us. Really, no chance to choreograph the 
shooting between shooters. Just my input.> 
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Due of entry 10/U/2017 

date, of birth $$n was 

interviewed at 0440 at Sunrise HospStaTT^W Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas, 

m 89109* After being advised of.the identity of the interviewing Agent 

and, the nature of the intefview/^HMMM|provided the following 
'information'? 

stated he was from san Diego, California and came to Las vegaa . 

to.^ee the Route 91 music festival. tjW—fc»was situated to the left ■ 
side of the stage ,close to the box 'Seats* he heard the 

initial shots and that the friend he was with stated those Were gunshots. 

he believed thftm.tg be full auto gun shots and the^e were., multiple series 

of them.. and. his'friend.attempted■ to exit however they Wdre 

knocked down,^MMBM|hntated that he was a, medio, and .attempted to render 
aide to victims. _^WW|Mfcwas wounded in the right leg while attempting 

to render aide. stated he assisted with helping those ' 

:ijfc jra'iiasjip 1 "■ ■; "■ ’ 
VHMIVf urther he. remembered i' some .dead”' oh'"arrivals- (Sdas) ’went': 

to hooters and then were, transferred to sunrise. 

investigation on , 10/02/^017 ^ Las Vegas/ Nevada, United states {In 'Parson)' , 

file* *-^-^15061_ ' ■■ ■ - ' '■ PwdratM 10/11/2011 

by CRAIG JAMES K_ , , ' _' 

This document contains neither rocommcndHiipntf nor ctmelosfofts bf the FBI. It i? the property of the FBI and js loaned to ywt agency; ft end its contents, are not 
to be distributed outside ypur agency. 
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PAGE 1 
EVENT#; 171001*351$ 

SPECIFIC ORjME: ACIj^mdT^R:^^BPE^ 

DATE OCCURRED: 10-01-17 TIME OCCURRED: 2208 HOURS 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: MANDALAY BAY RESQRTANDCASlNO 
3950 S, IAS VEGAS BQ.U LEVARD 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS CURK COUNTY 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT: 

DOB;' 

RACE; 

HEIGHT: 

, RAIR; 

WORK ADDRESS: 

SOCIAL SECURITY#: 

. SEX; Female 

WEIGHT: 

• EYES: . .. 

PHONE 2: 

The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
0ETECTIVE D, MP.Mj)it7.::p'li-J.. 10'^^PMf®■ 

DM: This is Detective Dave Miller, P#6627, It is October 3, 2017. It is about 1800 hours. 

Pm going to be conducting an interview here at Sunrise Hospital regarding Event# 

171001-3519. Pm interviewing a victim pf the shooting incident named; 

__ Date of birth A 

her primary contact phone number isflHHBHI however, she has an alternate 

phone number until she gets that number reinstated. Alternate phone number^m 

Address for her 



DM: All right. $0 in your - in your own words, uh, odiously you’re here because 

something happened . I don't need k urn, you. to rr rehash yqor whole day or anything 

like that. Just starting from the concert. Everything’s fine at one moment Obviously 

things go bid another Kinda tel! me what happened i- from your perspective when 

things went bad. 

EE: Um, my friendfHMRwas standing to my left. The, um, we were in front of the 

stage. Uh, the Mandalay Bay Hotel was to my right and, uh, we-fl||H| “my friend 

who was standing next to me - thought that she heard firecrackers in the crowd and, 

uh, just kinda made a comment about how that was lame and, uh, then we heard a 

second set of firecrackers go off and at that point I felt like M been kinda punched in 

my - my shoulder. Um, and I went to feel my Shoulder and feere was a pretty big - 

kinda felt like a bail was in my - under my skin and, uh, I was losing a lot of blood and 

l told her rd been hit and she didn't know what - what I meant, um,.: 

DM: Did you know what you meant? 
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EE: I tlv I thought it was, like, shrapnel from a firecracker or something, 

DM: Oh, Okay. 

EE:.' Um, but I was losing a lot of blood and, uh, at that time, like, nobody at the concert 

really had reacted to anything yet. It was pretty early:.. 

DM: Because everyone thought the same thing you did. 

EE: Y$ah, And so, urti, I kinda fell to the ground and, uh, she had to like tell people 

around me to, like, back up, um, ‘cause they were stilt paying attention to - to Jason 

Aldean who was playing. And, uh, so at that time the Vthere were a couple of guys in 

front of hie. I think they Were medics. Arid, uh, they were able to hold compression 

on my chest... 

DM; Guys you didn’t know? 

EE;.; Yeah; ' ■' 

DM: Okay. 

EE: Urn, but - do you want me to go through like, the whole... 

DM: No, no, no. You’re doing good. 

EE; So, um, the * there was a lot of -I mean obviously We found out pretty puickly that - it 

sounded like people were firing weapons. Um - um, it sounded like they were, like, in 

the crowd though so everybody - it was kinda, you know, panicked. You couldn’t tell 

where it was coming from. Or I couldn’t. Um, and so my friend VMNK like, laid oh 

top of me and, uh, we were able to eventually when - the firing kinda stopped for a 
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few minutes. They were able to kinds drag me r i don’t know if you've seen, like, the 

way it's - it was set up but there were, like, thfese two barricade walls where like, um, 

the artist could come off the stage and, like, walk down the center and not be - like 

this would protect them: And so, um, I had to get oyer that fi- like the first - those two 

walls in order to get to, like, safer ar- like, ground- And, uh, so long story short they -; 

she found people that f lifted me over the wails, Um, arjd tbdn at that time, uh, a guy 

wearing a camo hat with a beard, like, stayed with me from - from then on with - with 

flfflNpand, uh, applied pressure and - and they were able to get me to, like, a bar - 

, this, like, little - like a s- like a bar stand? 

DM: Oh like a drink- drinking? 

EE: ' Yeah. ' 

DM: Okay. . . ■ . 

EE: Um, and, uh, they put me under, like, the - the bar top and, uh, until it was - you 

know, we felt like it was safer and then, uni, events (ike, somehow the - they found a 

board somewhere and; they were able to put me on a board and - and walk me out. 

Um, and 1 got into a - eventual-1 mean it's a long - it was a long process but I got into 

a white pickup truck, um, and they.:. 

DM: Whose pickup did you get - unknown? 

EE: Unknown, I don’t know who any of these people were. 

EVENT#; 171001-311 a 
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STATEMENT QF4 

Urn, l mean there were a lot of people taking their shirts off literally just - and... 

DM: Understood, 

EE; Uh, yeah, 

DM: To put oh-to put on your wound? 

EE; Yeah, 

DM: Okay. 

EE: I mean just - it was incredible, Urn, I got into a white pickup truck and, uh,| 

'/!4^ and that gentleman were taking; ^ 

eventually I - we crossed paths with, like; an ambulance and, urn, I was able to - to 

get into the ambulance and, uh, was - was brought here. 

DM; This is the first hospital you were brought to? 

EfcYeah';'"'":' 

DM: Okay, All right; Where are - what’s your - what’s your diagnosis as you Know it? 

What were - how many - how many times were you hit as well as you khow? 

EE: Uh, I was shot once. It, um, ruptured my clavicle. Urn, I was shot, urn, closer to the 

center of nriy chest and it went towards my - my left shoulder so I was shot from the 

direc-that direction of the hotel, Um.., 

DM: Dider-did it go out your shoulder? 
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DM: Dici the- did they have to do surgery? 

EE: Twice. 

DM: is - is the builet how out? 

EE: Yes. Yeah the first surgery was to get the bullet out end then the second one was to, 

um, they -they used some cadaver bon© end, uh, tike a metal plateand a few screws 

to kind of... 

DM: They rebuild your clavicle. 

.EE:-"' ; ...rebuild my clavicle. , ^ y 

DM: So now my - obviously might sound like a silly question but for the sake I -1 wanna 

ask you. Uh, did you see the person who shot you? 

EE: I did not. 

DM: Did you see any shooters at all? 

EE: I did not. 

DM: So you only heard... 

DM: .„th© shooting. Okay. Um, this^JHBfc Where - what's her last name? 

EE: Uh... 

DM: if you know it. 

EE: Well I - she has changed - she’s in the process of changing it. 



DM; Okay, 

EE: So it's 
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n% but I think she's switching it to 

EE; Yeah. 

DM: Okay, Mm, did you - do you by chance Know if she did any statements at ail? 

EE: No. 

EE: She has not, $iv sheJs * well kinda - she’s been -1 don't know where she is tight now 

but she's been |n here the whole time so... 

PM: Okay, I don’t think I need anything else from you; I- is there anything you'd want - 

before I turn the recorder off. Anything for the: record you -1 -1 don't know. Any 

questions you have or.,. 

EE: No. 

DM: Okay. This’ll be the end of the recording for right how: It is 1312. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT SUNRISE HOSPITAL & 
MEDICAL CENTER, 3136 Sr MARYLAND PARKWAY, X.AS VE0AS, NV $3109. 

DM: TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 

Reviewed 11/6/2017 
Detective B. Kenton P# 8884 
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Date t>f entry 1Q/Q7/2Q17 

home address 
ellular telephone numberwas/ interviewed 

at sunrise Hospital, 3186 S N^rylabd Pkwyr. Lae Vegas, Nevada; 88109, on 10 
/2/2Q17,. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing Agents 
SA,John F, Salazar n and $A ^ene Tierney and the nature of the interview, 
BKBHl provided the following Information; 

stated that he was located on the right hand side of the stage 
for the Route 9l Harvest Festival on 10/1/2017, Erickson was with a group 
of approximately 10 people heard a popping sound, The popping 
sound realized, that one of the members of his 

father in law, was then shot in the head. 
stayed wifh 

wae loaded by fi 

^^^H^^ndedup at the Hooter' s, Casino - did not have aty 
videos or photos from the 'cbncdrtv^HMNft'^'llcbd to a woman, who said 
that during ,the shooting She. aaw flashing lights 3/4,'s of , the way up the 
Mandalay.Bay Hotel, 

Investigate on 10/Q2/2Q17 Ht Las Vegas, Nevada, United States, fin person) , _■ 

File# 356ELLV~22144$3_,____Date10/02/2017 

^ O'OHN SALAZAR IX, Gene R, 'Tierney . ■ __■_' . '_' 

This document contains neither recommendations fioi conclusions of the FBI. Jt is (he property of the PBl and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 

to t)e distributed outekfe your agency. 

Date dmfteti 10/02/2017 
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171601-3519 
LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMl MUR0£R yyy 0£ADlY WEAPON 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT Date Occurred Tima Occurred 
10/01/2017 2208 hours , 

Specific Crime 
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umber i Street) 0«tp*/ApL# City state ftp Coda Occupation I expert Cals (if visitor) 

t HAVF FtEAD THIS STATEMENT AND LAf FIRM TQ^E TRUTH Af<D ACCURACY OF THE FACTS CONTAINED HEREIN- THIS STATEMENT WAS 
COMPLETED AT (LOCATION) 

ON THE f \ °AY OF 
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3950 S LAS VEGAS BLVD M4 CC 
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EVENT#; 171001^3610 

SPECIFIC CRIME; 

DATE OCCURRED: 1041.17 TIME OCCURRED: 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 

CITYOFLASVECAS 

NAME OF PERSON GIVING STATEMENT: 

CLARK COUNTY 

SOCIAL SECURITY#: 

RACE; SEX: F 

HEIGHT: WEIGHT: 

HOME ADDRESS: 

EYES: 

PRoNE i; 

WORK ADDRESS: 
PHONE 2; 

The following Is the transcription of'a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
OHTECTIVE d; SMITH (4S^ H»#' 1321?, oh 10-0347, 

US: Operator, this is, ah, Detective Smith, P# 13218, doing a taped interview with 

OAi 1'1 

JS: . CH^sorry, . 

CA: That's okay. 

Date of birth flMNMMI Ah, reference £vent# 171001-3319- interview taking 

place at Sunrise Hospital, room®® Perfect. Vm just gonna put this right here ndxt 



CA: Oh, okay. 

JB; Here, Ah, 

CA: 

J$: MrrMm 

CA: 

JS; 

J$; 

CA: 

;ym, 

Oh, 

LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
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STATEMENT OF 

what's a good address for you? 

J5: Ait right And a good contact phone number for you? 

CA: 

JS: Okay, Perfect, and which - and what was - what’s ypur injury? 

CA: I was shot, urn, under my knee. Or well in the knee, 

JS: Le- left knee? 
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CA: The bullet traveled into the joint or the shrapnel Went into the joint, broke my tibia 

and* ah, fractured the tibia and- and, urn... 

?: (Unintelligible), 

J$: Oh, okay, 

CA; ...femur. 

ENT#: 1710P1-3S10 

?: It's her, yeah, tibia then it hit the femur there, 

JS: Oh, okay. 

JS: Oh, with all other... 

((Crosstalk)) 

CA: Yes, they put some screws in there, yeah. 

JS: So what’s the recovery time on that? What are they saying? 

CA; They’re saying that I have to be completely off it for six weeks? 

?: Mm-hm. 

JS: Okay. 

CA: Mm, and then from there physical therapy* so I don’t know how long it could take, 

JS: Oh, What do you do for work? 

CA: I’m a social worker. 
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JS; Oh, oKayr $o not super-heavy lifting other than ail those case files* 

CA: No, but I do, um.Tm in emergency response so 1 do home calls* 

JS: Oh, okay. 

CA: Yeah* 

JS: Got you; 

?: (Unintelligible)* 

CA: What mom? 

: -f Walking, '■" 

CA: Yeah, we do a lot*. 

JS: Yeah. 

CA: ...of - yeah, we do a lot of home calls. 

JS: 1 got you. So, tell me kind of where were you when alt of this started to take place? 

CA: Umt we were about left center, urn, 10ft center of the stage so we were - we had 

found our way kind of to the middle 'cause we really wanted to see; him, Um; but 

more towards the left. 

JS: Oh, Jason Aldean? 



CA: 

LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 
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STATEMENT OF! 

So, urn, you know, we’re just enjoying the concert like everybody else and- 

EVENT#: 171001*3519 

JS; Who’s we? 

CA; Ohf sorry, me and my best friend. 

JS: Okay. 

CA: 

JS: Okay. 

CA; Urn, and we heard, ah, whet sounded like firecrackers, you know, just like.,. 

^MnTrhnri':-^-^ v;;■ 'LW:T-fei:: 

CA: ...< simulating the sounds of gunfire), you know, type - it wasn’t really very loud but, 

urn, it just sounded like firecrackers. 

JS: ' Yeah. 

CA; And my friend actually made the comment, "You know, I hope people aren’t being 

stupid and, you know, messing with firecrackers 'cause they’re gonna cause a 

stampede and people are gonna get killed,1* you know, type thing, 

JS: Right 

CA: 'Cause it was so many people there. And, ah, then we heard another series of shots 

and probably»it was probably the fifth shot we heard is the one that - that hit her. So 

she got hit in the shoulder, And we didn't Know what it was. You know, she was just 

like, “Ahhhhhhhh.11 She started screaming and she’s like, ‘VHMNimy arm, my 
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arm/’ So l turned around and I'm like, 'Well what's .wrong with your arm/' like, What 

happened to you?" You know, and, ah, she's just like, “Oh, my God, my arm, my 

arm/1 So, urn, a lady next to us kind of pulled her, like, she's like, "Are you okay," and 

kind of pulled her jacket and then that's when we Saw ail the blood. And, ah, she 

dropped down to the ground. And so I -1 threw off my purse and then did off my tee- 

shirt 'cause l had an under shirt on. I throw off my tee-shirt and I balled it up to put 

pressure on her * oh her chest ’bause we didn't know like - you know, still didn't know 

what was going on. 

CA: And, ah. 

JS: So at this time she's down on the ground so you're like... 

GA: She’s down on the ground... 

JS: ,.kneeling down? 

CA: ...and I’m-yeah, laying... 

CA: :,.down on the ground with her putting pressure on her, 

CA: Well, the bullets just started (simulating the sounds of gunfire) like - from that moiine'nt 

on they just continued like they - there was no more pause. At least that's what it 
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EVENT#: 171001-3519 

didn’t feel like there was, And so people start running, you know, to basically a 

stampede, you know.,. 

JS: Mnvhm. 

CA; ...leaving. And they're kind of falling on her so 1 try to cover her to protect her 'cause, 

you know, these people are coming out> just Trying to get people off of us, you know, 

like, “Get off of her* And trying to apply pressure. So, urn, the bullets keep coming 

so we kind of just kind of - weTe both down on the ground crouching down and, ah, 

that’s when I got shot. 

CA: So while I was down with her I got shot in the leg. And, urn... 

JS: So are they thinking did it go through the front or did it go through the back of your 

CA: Through the front, 

JS: Okay. 

PA: Yeah, So, urn, so i get shot in the leg. And then, urn, you know, I was like, "We have 

to run. You Know, all these people we need to run/' So, um, so we both get up and 

we just take off running. You know, I think at that point I had so much adrenaline 

going through me that it - it hurt but it didn’t hurt, like i didn’t feel the pain, you know. 

And sd we ran towards the east side of the venue behind the - there was like a bunch 
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of vendor booths there. And, ah, there was a fence that looked like it kind of had 

been knocked down already I think by people crossing. 

JS: Mm-hm. 

C>A: We ran through there into that dirt parking lot where there was a bunch of vehicles, 

JS: Okay. 

CA: And, um, we™ we tried to hide behind some cars, you know, for cover. And, again, I 

mean it was just (simulating the sounds of gunfire) like just continuous, And, um, a 

lady came over tp us and she’s like, “I'm a nurse,” you know, “Are you guys hit, are . 

■? you okay*?” And weVe like, “We both been shot/' Um, so she checked my friend's 

shoulder. And she said, "I - it looks like a flesh wound I think you’ll be okay,” And so 

she’s like, “What about you?11 And I told her ( had been shot in the leg: So she 

pulled my pant leg up and kind of squeezed down and when she did blood just 

started gushing Out of my leg: Sb, um, she - the guy that Was with her she grabbed 

his tee-shirt like, “Give me your shirt/* and then she put like a tourniquet kind pf, um, 

on my leg. 

JS: Okay. 

CA; And at that point that’s when! really started to feel the pain; 

JS: Right 

CA: And, um, so Heii he's like, “We need - you know, we have to keep going.” The man ~ 

the man who was there too was like, “Keep running, like don't stay still just keep 
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going,'’ So, um, ‘cause like again the bullets hadn’t stopped; So we went to leave tp 

try to find cover behind another vehicle a little further back. And, ah, l told my friend, 

l was like, “I -1 can’t run,” like, “I just, I can’t,” I started to feel the pain. And she’s like, 

you know, “l told you I would drag you if I had to/’ - you know, she grabbed me by the 

hand and - and she just she pulled me and so we Kirtd of l hobbled, ypu know, ran 

but we went behind another - another vehicle. And at that point there was a guy like 

a young - a younger guy probably in his maybe mid- well, probably - probably nrtid- 

20's, maybe a little younger than that. And he was saying that he was a, um, that he 

did medivac or something with the military, I don’t remember, exactly what - vyhat it 

was. And, ah, and he’s like, you know, ’Who’s hurt, who’s hurt?” And we’re like, 

“We've both been shot.” So he went and he’s like, “Just wait right here,” He went 

and got a pickup truck. And, ah, he came over to where we were and then these 

guys kind of just came out of nowhere started helping put people in the truck, so they 

kind of-they threw me and my friend in the truck, 

JS; And this was just like a regular pickup truck? 

CA: Yeah, it was like a... 

((Crosstalk)) 

JS: ‘Cause we had some - some lady like, you know, good on her, she went and stole a 

police truck and was loading up people so: 

CA: Yeah, her.,. 

((Crosstalk)) 
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JS: But it wasn’t the police truck? 

CA: No, it wasn’t the police truck. 

JS: A regular truck, okay. 

CA: Yeah, i want to say it was gray, I can't really - a couple of reporters have asked me,„ 

JS: Yeah, no, that's fine, 

CA: ,.*and I'm like, "1 don't know/ But I want to say it was like just a gray pickup truck. 

Urn, they threw us back there and we /ft was a toolbox at the end of the truck so we 

kind of just shimmied our way and hid underneath po for extra cover. And, ah, and 

he like pulled forward and he would stop. And then he Would puli forward and he 

would stop and we're (ike, "Why are you stopping," you know, ’like just please get u$ 

to the hospital/’ But in the meantime he was just, you khow, throwing people in there 

so like we just had bodies falling on us. You know, people who had been shot in the 

arm, leg. One glr! at the edge of the truck with, um, like she had been shot in the eye 

so that one looked really bad. I don't know if she made it or not. But, um, he loaded 

us up and he was * said he was gonna take us to UMC. 

JS: Mnvhm. 

CA: But, um, got redirected here So ended up bringing us here, 

JS: Okay. So how io- like how many people you think were in that truck? 

CA: Probably like eight. 

JS: Okay, And you guys drove right here. 
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QA: Mm-hm, 

((Crosstalk)) 

JS: And you’ve been here ever since, huh? 

CA: Mm-hm. 

JS; Okay. Ail right, that’s pretty much it for me. Ah, like I said that’s, ah, pretty 

straightforward for me so, Operator, this is, ah, Detective Smith, end of interview. 

Date is October 3rd. Time is 5;39 pm. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT SUNRISE HOSPITAL £ 

JS; TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-03Z 

Reviewed 10/30/2017 
By Detective B» Kenton P# 8884 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

L#^tv Qffkhal Record 
f^tfro^s1 ****** *** 

@:r: 

OaWhfnrmy 10/07/2017 

P residing at 

interviewed at. The Sunrise Hospital located at 31865^out?S^lahd 
Parkway, Las Vegas, Nevada.; Also present during the interview was 

residing 

provided the following informa 
Land 

came to Las Vegas, Nevada on, Friday September 29, 
2017/ to attend, the Route 91 Harvest Festival, an outdoor concert,event 
conducted,op las Vegas Boulevard across the street from, the Mandalay Bay , 
Hotel and Casino, 

On Sunday October 1, 2017, both were at the concert , 
enjoying fhe closing.,act when they both heard what, they, initially thought., 
were.-' firewpfk-.s-..advised.'that she. quickly, reat:.;';.: 

hhd; ■; V^W'1 ^eo^fe1'1: ''tub ritn g11 & r,:', ■ th e"' exits1 hh- ■. '-''■,- 
well as people failing to.the ground because they had gotten 

■shot, both: advised that,'the.' first1,-round'of, gunshots 
lasted for approximately id seconds apd, fhen there was a brief pause, 
followed by,,another'several second, burst of'gun,fire, '.'Both, 

'recalled .there bbing '-three ''separate bursts: Of, ggn'fire. 1 The gunfire 
was, in rapid succession with several rounds being fired during the three 
bursts, ■ 1 1 1 1 , ' ' ■' /■ ■'.'' . ., ', ■' 

: near - the ''front of the stage on'-right- 'hand side 
facing the stage when the gunfire started. They rag to a1 tent nearby 
where they hid. while running, was hit in the left leg by 
gunfire. Neitheri^p^M. oz*M|^pknew where the gun fire was.coming 
from, but believed that, it was coming, from the area of the Mandalay Bay or 
the Luxor. 

Investigation on 10/02/2017 Sl Las Vega's',1" Nevada, United' States, {in Person) , . __ 

File# 356E^IiV_221^4^3 , hate10/02/201? 1 

,jjy Gary L,\ McCamey ■ 

This document contains neither rerawmendatiems nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of tl>e FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and iw comtms tint no; 

tn he disrihuted outsidp ynnr agenpy. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Owcut Ht*<?a«o 
' ;"'fw lt|b> iV? 

Vfifli'iJY *;*. »|fr' ^WW T^r . 
\- ■■ . lV a5" - - ^ 

Date of entry. , 10/07/2017 

On Octo^iT; 2, 26,17,.".'..contact was . :made with 

/■ telephone! number 
at Sunrise Hospital. W^as.advised of the identity of the 
interviewing Agents and the purpose of the interview. He then.provided 
the following informations ' 1 ■ . 

was attending a 1:1 the Mandalay ' , 

4HHP< They arrived at the concert venue at approximately 6:io p.m*, .'/ 
and stood approximately 10 rows back and to the right from the center of 
the, stage. his group were some, of the first people hit, by 
gunfire. ^HppBpcnows firearms and knew the sound was gunfire, not 

■fireworks*,' .K-j/thin the first. five\ rounds "Shot 'by'^fche gunman, , three out of" 
"four Peoole■ .aroim1 wera hit' ■ '-flhnt in" >hh"".atkAu fourpeople . group, were hitv^PjM 

gcobftd.'. wftepe-;^ 

'Wa&ygrac'd in"'thevhbad" with'"the buiXe.t wrnppihg 'around'1'her/ •"' 
Ife was.'-shot.', in fhe,che^t','.,and1"stomnch'," ,. 

'herV' “ 
skull'* 

„,nhd'-Hi'sgroup had be^p, shot thby heard several more 
series,',of(.phpta*■,''',Th0Yi sl'i;.,-crawled urider 'the. stage for'cover1* \tfhie!;,,''„, ■:''' ■ 
shooting was coming from the Strip, side of the casino. 4MMHfcknew the ■' 
gunfire, was coming from an elevated position and initially thought someone 
was .shooting -tigm, a .helicopter'. ' 

all. admitted -to' Sunrise- Hospital 'and was' currently in '-the , 
Intensive, Care Unit at the time of the interview*, 

Investigation on 10/02/2017 '8t ■ t,3S Yagas/ Nevada,, Onjtiad States (Inyfiersop )'■,.' ■'., 

File# 3M>E-XAN22U483 , ' , ' ' ' ' . ' 1 ■ ' ''' ■ '' ■' pirated 10/03/2017 

by Gana, M* Tierney, JOHN, ,P* SALAZAR II , , ,' ' 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It ts the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; It and Hs contents arc pot 
to he distributed outside your agency. 
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2300 hours 
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LAW VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#; 171001003519 

On October 1,2017, at approximately 2204 hours, l was off duty end attending the Route-91 Harvest 
Festive!, in the city of Las Vegas/I Was at the concert with family and friends. Watching Jason Aldean 
perform, We were to the left of the main stage approximately 75 yards away when I heard the sound of 
what I believed to be firecrackers* As the sound of the firecrackers continued to go off, I looked to my 
right and observed a group of people looking towards the floor and at an individual who I believed to 
have fallen* l continued to watch the performance whenthe sound of firecrackers continued to get 
faster* At that point, I observed Jason Aldean run off the stage and out of View* Qnce the music had 
stopped, I determined the sound of the firecrackers to be actual gunshots* Since i heard the gun shots 
coming from my right, I believed the shooter was on the west side of the venue* in order to take some 
Course of action, i ran in a south westerly direction in an attempt to get to the west side of the venue* 
Once I reached the west side of the venue and hid behind cover, \ contacted an oti duty Las Vegas Metro 
police officer. Officer Tran* I advised Officer Tran who I was and advised him that 1 wouid assist in any 
way. While on the west side, the sounds of gun shots were louder and were not stopping* Since I did not 
see a shooter in the immediate ideation, i looked up towards the Mandalay Bay Hotel and I observed 
what I believed to be muzzle flashes coming from an elevated location. I advised Officer Tran of what 1 
observed as he began to put information out on the radio. Once the shooting had stopped/! attempted r 
;'tb help as^manyipdbpieiaS'fcdufd *1! wasgbie.td'assist fd^fhdividudis1 whp'wd^ : 
that i came into contact had succumbed to their injuries. I assisted with carrying bodies out Of the venue 
and with looking for anybody who might still be inside the venue hurt, 1 remained at the venue until all 
personnel were gone. 
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To Whom It May Conceip, 

Following are statements from survivors of the Mandate)! 
collected at the Behavioral Bilingual Services {BBS C&4 
free mental health services and food donations to sun/iv- 

Be/Shooting (Event #171001003519) 
sej ng) office that is currently offering 

Ore md victims of the shooting* 

Their statements am true arid correct to the host 6f their (knowledge* 
1 i" . - 

The survivors are Wilflngjand able to the host of their mehta 
Vegas Metropolitan Police Department with their investigation 

As the list of survivors seeking help grows we will continue tj> submit these voluntary 

statements. 

If you have any question please contact the BBS Couns^fln^ office at 702-451-7542, 

Thank you* 
Ingrid Sanchez, ICSW 
Owner Founder, Behayipral Bilirigual Services i:,;;; . 

Behavioral Bilingual Sc 
2255 Renaissance Dr Si 

Las Vegas, NV 8811 
702-451-7S42 

and physfcei health help the Las 
and will cooperate hilly. 

rviq es 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
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EVENT#: 171001-361$ 

SPECIFIC CRIME: ACTIVE SI 

PATE OCCURRED: 10-01^17 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: 

TIME OCCURRED: 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS CLARK COUNTY 



TO: 

Us.VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
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Of everybody obviously, And then I got shot and my friend^^uh, applied 

pressure to it and he ran to the tent. And then I got escorted to, urn, the Sunrise 

Hospital Umj he is a firefighter for Seattle J^ire Department 

NB: And that’s it. 

TG; All right. 

NB: Was that good? 1 don’t Know, 

TO:; -..vyhat^that?. : 

NB: Was that good? I don’t Know... 

TG; You were good. 

NB; OKay. 

TG: ; And that’ll be the end of the interview at 1903 hours. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT SUNRISE HOSPITAL & 
MEDICAL, CENTER, 3186 S. MARYLAND PARKWAY, UAS VEGAS, NV89109. 

TG: TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 

Reviewed 10/30/2017 * 
Detective B. Kenton P#8884 ' 
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EVENT#: 171001-3519 

SPECIFIC CRIME: ACTIVE SCOOTER / MURDER 

DATE OCCURRED: 10-01-17 TIME OCCURRED: 220B HOURS 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: MANDALAY BAY RESORT AND CASINO 

... mmipi 
CITY OF LAS VEGAS 

NAME Of PERSON GIVING STATEMENT: 

CLARK COUNTY 

D0B: flHHV SOCIAL SECURITY#: 

RACE: SEX: Female 

HEIGHT: WEIGHT: 

PHONE 2: 
WORK ADDRESS: '' 

HAIR: 

HOME ADDRESS: 

The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview contacted by 
DETECTIVE T. GARRETT (TG), P# 7583, on 10-03-17 St 1854 hours. 

TG: This is Detective Garrett with the Las Vegas Metropolitan Polite Department doing 

an interview The Event# is 171001-3519. Uh, date and time is 

October 3, 2017. Tim© is 1854 hours. And^dPNould you please give me your 

name, date of birth, and address and tell me what happened. 

G0; My name’s land, ufn» my address is 

id date of birth And what happened at the, uh, 

scene yesterday or two days ago at Route 91. Um, we heard like fireworks, K- it 

sounded tike fireworks in the air at first So we - I looked up and, like, we looked up 

and there was nothing there. And then, um, Jason Aldean stopped singing. And 
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then once the, uh, gunshots stopped, he kept singing and then, um, it came again, so 

he ran off and everyone just, like, took cover, I guess. And then a person behind me, 

urn, he stood up and was like, "Ifs not gunfire/' so more people stood up and then 

another set of rounds came and, um, it hit everyone and you just saw bodies hit the 

floor. And then, pm, that's when it was like real. Like everyone was like, this is re^i. 

Um, the whole - everything was pitch black, yh, my boyfriend jumped on top of me 

and he was like, “it's okay,” and he saved my life. But, um; he, uh, so, it would stop 

for a second and then it went again add that's when 1 felt it in my, uh, in the back of 

my butt; Apd, um, 1 didn't know if was a gunshot at first, I thought it was a metal, like, 

ball, like, hitting my back. So, it was kind of like a big circle around my entire leg. But 

- and then when it stopped, the firing, he told me like, “We have to go,” like. So we 

ran and my adrenaline was so high that I just had to keep running; And, um, after the. 

scene, 1 saw a police car and then they took me in, uh, to the stationary ambulances 

and, um, they ended up taking me to - an Uber actually took me to a, uh, the hospital. 

TG: Oh, okay. ‘ 

GB: ' Yeah. , ■ 

TG: Okay. And, uh, that is the end of the interview and the time -end time is 1856 hours. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT SUNRISE HOSPITAL & 
MEDICAL CENTER, 3186 S. MARYLAND PARKWAY, LAS VEGAS, NV 89109. 

TG: TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 
Reviewed 10/30/2017 
By Detective B. Kenton P# 8884 



The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
DETECTIVE B. EICKMEYER (BE), P# 5595. Also present is Detective j. 

. 

BE; Operator, this is De - Operator, this is Detective EiCkmeyer, P# 5505, doing a 

voluntary taped statementwith Present in the room at U- at UMC, uh, 

myself, Detective Toschi, T-d~S-C-H-h P# 6761. The 

time is 1805, Um, this is in reference to Event# 171001-3519 which occurred at 3050 

South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119, flBlfcirr gonna go ahead 

and put this recorder down. If you Can, just gc> ahead and talk into it pan you give 

me your name? And,., 



BE: And your date of birth? 

KB: 

BE: Do you - can you give me your home address? 

BE; Okayfpp, can you teil me what transpired on October 1st at the Route 91 

■ 'Festival? \ 

KB: SO I remember taking my last recorded video at 10:02 pm. Um, i had looked back at 

my photos to see the timestamp/ And l think about five minutes later - the next - 

beginning of the next song I started hearing the sound of, like, firecrackers. And it 

was back - back - back'- back - back to back - no recoil on the sound, So first a - 

nobody really thought it was a gun. When it happened a second time people were 

getting more scared and started to run. And l just went down on the ground with 

some other people fn- around me. 

BE: Where were you standing? 

KB: So I’m sure you guys have a map. 
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BE: Mm-lm 

KB: Urn, there’s the mein stage end it’s Kind of like a loop Ground this thing that’s - there's 

two things that stick put into the middle. One coming from the stage : one coming 

„ from, like, lights and a bar’s set up on either side. I was to the right, uh, if you're 

looking at the stage. Closer to the back where the part sticks out towards the stage. 

I was still on the grassy area. 

BE: Okay, By that little platform for the performers to walk out on and perfprm? 

KB: Right That one - I was - if there’s the platform here that they walk out on and here's 

• the thing that sticks out towards the stage. There’s a little Walkway - lJm like right 

BE: Okay. , 

KB: So I’m, like, pretty - I’m at the edge of - pretty much the edge of this grassy knoll... 

BE: Okay, 

KB: ...they set up. 

BE: Okay. When, uh, when you - y - y> you got down on the ground what happened 

KB: I remember seeing flashes coming from the Mandalay Bay and not - if wa$ during the 

sounds but it was a little delayed $o I didn’t know wha- if it was related or not ft 

could be from - but I just remember seeing flashes coming from the hotel 
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accompanying with the sounds^ And then, um, all of a sudden 1 got shot - hit by 

something in my back, 

BE; Okay, dust one time? 

KB; Just one timev it M like »it Was, like, a really hard impact: Om, I don’t remember 

how I was really leaning down ‘cause I got shot in the back. But 1 -1 can't remember, 

l don’t think I was facing the stage, I think I was a little more turned at this point, 

’Cause it entered my back kind of like at a„. 

BE: Were you... 

BE; ...were you face down or face up? 

KB; Uh, I was k - kind of, like, just crouching. 

BE: Crouching? Okay. Urn, after.you realized you were struck what’d you do? 

KB: Urn, it took us a while to get pgr bearings together and realize we need to get outfa 

here. We started following people leaving. And at this point most people had 

already ran -1 remember seeing it cleared out pretty quickly. To - they ran towards 

the exits. So we ran towards the side wall so we could get out without being, like, 

trampled on. 

JT: Mm-hm. 

KB: Umf I had to climb over the fence by the Nashvifiq stage, Bb if yquTre looking at the 

Nashville stage I climbed to - over a fence to the right of it outside of the tent area. 
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And there was a table for - just randomly in front of the fence >, or someone may have 

put it there, But i used that to get over the fence. 

BE: Okay. What’d you do when you got over the fence? 

KB: We started walking towards Desert Rose Resort. 

BE; Okay, 

KB; And there were a bunch of people walking that way. I remember seeing some cop 

cars set up - some SWAT team. And I started coughing up blood. That’s when a - 

: my friend was telling mp that we need to get to Desert Rose. ‘Cause we knew some 

people were staying there or that - it was a safe area - or an easy area to get picked 

JT: Mm-bm. 

KB: ’Cause the other places were blocked off, 

JT: Mm-hm, 

KB: And I fell dbwn - I’m bruised here a little bit, unn, right in front of Desert Rose, And 

that’s when they started realizing \ had gotten hit. Since there was no exit wound 

there wasn’t as much blood so they - we didn’t realize it un- until i started coughing 

up the blood. 

JT: Okay, 

BE: Did you - how’d you get to the hospital? 
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KB: We were - so I was laying on the ground and there were random people besides my 

friend helping. There was a women who's a paramedic in a different state. And 

some other people i don't remember were helping me to assess the wound, Um, 

then I -1 don’t know - just a random SWAT guy came by, urn, and I think he had 

some type of tape to just put over the wound. 

JT: Mrrbhm. 

KB: And he just popped it on there and kdpt going 'cause he needed to help other people: 

BE", Mm-hm. , 

KB: The other people who were around - someone offered to drive in/like, a huge SUV. I 

can't remember if there were other people in there as well. But on our way to the. 

hospital, I just remember hearing somebody say, “There's an ambulance - see if they 

can take her” Urn, ‘cause they knew I was shot: So 1 was able to take this 

,""',1"1 ambulance here. ■ ■■' 1 " 

BE: The person - the paramedic from out of state. Do you know what they look like? 

KB: Up, it was a woman with a bunch of tattoos, She was wearing just a sports bra and 

pants, She had a ba^ black hat on and a backpack, Um, she had brown hair, Uh, 

she was fairly young and I don't remember her name, 

BE: Do you remember what state she practiced, uh, practiced in? Okay. Okay. 

KB: No. 

BE: Um, and then did you come right to this hospital or, „ 
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KB: 

BE: Okay, 

KB; I was wheeled into trauma.,, 

BE: pkay, 

RB: ...with whoever else was taken here too. 

BE: Was the ambulance full of people or. 

KB: Just me. 

KB: Urn, 1 don't remember where the ambulance was when we slided down. Um 

we were on a major road at that point So maybe they were just... 

BE: Was it - was it on, uh, on kind of the back side of the concert venue? 

'KB:"; No ‘cause... 

BE; Away from Mandalay Bay? 

KB: It was, like, if here's Mandalay Bay and the strip. 

BE: Mm-hm. Mm-hm. 

KB: And here’s the concert venue. 

BE: Mm-hm. 

KB: Here's Desert Rose, 



BE: Mm-hm. 
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KB: i don't know where we are in domparispn. Urn, do you know? 

JT: Prom here? They,,. 

KB: Like:, 

BE: Well they tried to set this area up for picking people up at - kind of over herp. 

KB: That’s where it must've been then; Because that's wh- the direction we were 

traveling. They must've tried toJke> U-turn onto that road to ~ I don’t know how you 

BE: ' You... 

KB: But... ' ' ■ 

BE: Yeah you woulda gone up and taken Tropicana. 

KB: Okay. :."V"; 

BE: ...which woulda ta - taken you right to the freeway and then just all the way here. 

KB: Okay. So that musta - musta been where we were. 

BE: ‘Cause they were trying to set up an area for picking up people tot were injured: dm, 

behind, you know, kind of exactly... 

KB: Further away, yeah. 

BE: ...kind of exactly where you were describing. 

KB: Okay. That’s where it was. 
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BE: Okay- Okay. 

KB: Um, I don’t remember seeing anybody in the venue with a gun, AIM remember is 

seeing the flashes from the hotel 

BE: You mean - from the hotel... 

KB: Higher up. 

BE: .,,yeah. Okay. Okay, Was it, um, alt in one place? In the same hotel? 

KB: It was coming from the same spot 

KB: Mm-mm. 

BE: Okay, Um, okay. AH right I - I don’t have anything else. Do you have anything? 

JT: 1 don’t think so, 

BE: Okay, Operator, that ends this statement Uh, the time is 18.16. hours. This - this 

ends the co - conversation. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL 
CENTER, 1800 W. CHARLESTON BOULEVARD, LAS VEGAS, NV 89102. 

BE: JT: TA: (NET TRANSCRIPTS) 
FIT2017-032 

Reviewed 10/30/2017 
By Detective 8, Kenton P# 6884 
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event#; i7iooi-$5is 

SPECIFIC CRIME: ACTIVE SHOOTER / MURDER 

DATE OCCURRED: 10-01-17 TIME OCCURRED: 2208 HOURS 

LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE: MANDALAY BAY RESORT AND CASINO 
: 3950 S, LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD 

. 

CITY OF LAS VEGAS CLARK COUNTY 

NAME OP PERSON GIVING STATEMENT: 

DOB: 

RACE: 

HEIGHT: 

HAIR: 

: HOME ADDRESS; 

WORK ADDRESS: 

SOCIAL SECURITY #: 

SEX: Male 

WEIGHT: 

...'EYES* ■ ' 

PHONE 1: 

PHONE Z\ 

The following is the transcription of a tape-recorded interview conducted by 
DETECTIVE J. MCLEMORE (JM), P# 13914, on 10-03-17 at 1843 hours. Also 
present is. Detective D. koop (DK), P# 4882/ ' 

JM: This is, uh, Detective Jacob McLemore, P# 13914! I'm here with David Koop, P# 

4882. We're here to interview a victim from the shooting, um, the Event 171001- 

3519. It's currently 1843 hours, Tuesday October 3, 2017. We’ll be in Room 531 

Hey how are you doin’? Do you mind talkin' to us for a little bit? 

CB; No not at all 

JM: Okay* Um, I’m Defective McLempro. This is, uh, Detective Koop. We work for Las 

Vegas Metropolitan Police Department. 
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JM: Just some, uhf basic questions.,, 

CB: Sure, 

JM; ...if you don't mind, Um, first i gotta just get your identity questions, I -if 1 could get 

your name before we... 

CB: Sure, first - first name is^HB 

DK; How do you spell that? 

fLast name is, uh7 ill spell the last one, Uhf Looks like' 

but it's pronbunced^pB'; Yeah it’s Polish. 

DK: Okay. I was gonna say lil^e - that's the short - that's the shortest Polish name in the 

whole word, isn’t it? 

OK: tt% b^eh ^hort^hed since;-'dame 

CB; Mm-hm. 

JM: What’s your, uh, date of birth? 

JM: And if I could get a address for you - where you stay at? 

CB: Sure, it’s^^ ' 

JB: is that our home address or Where we were staying? 
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DK: Uh, your home is fine, 

JM: No, home address. 

JB; Oh home. 

JM: Yeah; 

JB: Okay, 

OB: Uh, 

DK: I’m sorry-whatwas:the2|P code? 

DK: Good phone number for ya? 

CB: 

JM: Were you guys there as well? Um, doyou mind if I get your guys’ name? 

JB: Oh sure, 

JM: Do you guys live together? 

JB; We5re sisters. We live across the street from each other. 

JM: Oh okay. 

JB: I’m his wife. 

JM: Okay, 
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CB: Uh, we were..^ ; 

JB; He and I were together, 

CB; We were by the stage kinda, but they, were on the chairs bn the lawn. ; 

JM: Okay 

SS; Back in the chair corral, 

CB; There was one other friend with us but she’s since gone horne, 

JM: But she’s accounted for? 

. 

((Crosstalk)) 

JM: Okay - so it was the four of you? 

CB; Yeah her and her husband, 

JM: Okay, Um, what injuries do you have? 

CB; Uh, a bullet, uh, just one entry to the upper shoulder. Um, it didn’t go through - it 

went down and then it broke into, uh, fragments and it broke a'.few bones in my 

shoulder. 

JM: Okay. Um, so if you guys are facing the stage, um, how would you explain where 

•r you’re - you were at? 

JB: I can show you exactly where we were, 

CB: We stay - we were staying at Mandalay Bay on the 26th floor. 
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JB: Exactly. 

OB: So we took pictures from, you know, our point of view down to the Venue. 

JB: Okay. Wo were standing right in front of where the pameramen and the sound were. 

So We were like right -right in here* 

JM: So if you're facing the stage you guys were to the left? 

JB: We were to the right 

CB: Yes. 

JM:; Near the tent.. 'y\->; ^ 

JB: We were - we were to the... 

SS: Closer to Mandalay Bay., 

JB: We were to the right. 

CB: Yeah. 

JB: Closer to Mandalay Bay. 

JM; This is the stage, right? 

JB: Yeah, So we were on this side of this rnetaL. 

JM: Okay. 

CB: Mandalay Bay wpuld he to the right 

JB: ...area that the s -all the sound was set up. 
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JM: So you were next to the sound on... 

JB: Yes. 

JM: v.the right side of the stage? 

JB: Yes. 

JM: Okay. 

CB: in front * yeah in front of the stage. 

JM: What about you, ma’am? 

SS: :• f Was baekrurh; ^' 

CB: She was in the lawn section. 

JB: Chair Corral. 

SS: In the Chair Corral or that - the second - second level back or whatever. Just 

there's... . 

CB: If you look at the back of the event there’s something that says, “Chair Corral,*' that' 

where she was. 

JM: Was that near the bleachers? 

CB: Yes. 

SS: Yeah, 

JB: You were more forward but not back. 
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SS: Yeah. 

JB: Mora forward. 

JM: Well what did you 911- what did you sea? 

CB: Um, at first I -w - well it sounded like fireworks. When i looked to the right hand side. 

Um, i heard a few pops and I was like, what jerk is letting off fireworks at this 

concert? It’s too close quarters. And then there was a pause arid then I heard it 

again and I’m like, I can't believe nobody's like, goin' after this guy - they're letting 

him light off fireworks. And then, um, because ^BgBpjMshe was stni Paying, 

then... 1 f - 51- ■. ■ ■ ir"^ ■■ v 

JB; And when he stopped and started to run... 

CB: When he stopped and he started to run tbatfs when the shots really rang and people 

just started to scramble, Uh, a girl next to me got hit - she went down. Uh, and it 

was just, like, get down get down. So I immediately just crouched down, And I'm 

tryin* to look through the crowd to see where this guy is but I couldn't see anything. 

Um, and I told, uh, my wife, you know, get down get down - and hdr girifriend^j^^ 

that was with us, like, you girls * you've gotta get down. And then as I turned, uh, 

yeah so i turned to my right So now my left is facing Mandalay Bay; As! turned to 

crouch dpwn and go under the soundstage is when I got hit, 

JM: Wha- what about you? s 
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43: Um, he -1 didn't realize he had gotten hit. And then when We heard the pause we * 

^m|aid, "Get over the barrier and get underneath this thing/* Sc^H went first*-1 

went second -1 didn’t realize, you know, he said he'd been hit but \ didn't seeany 

blood and he was moving. 

GBt There was no blood- 

JB: And i grabbed my friend and we all got under where the sound was and then we just 

heard bullets just ricocheting all over the place. 

CB: And it seemed to last forever and ever and ever and ever. 

SS: Boom. Boom. Boom. 

JB: Boom, And we were just laying on top of people under there - just laying; And we 

Waited for the pause and people started screaming, "Start moving. Start moving," 

CB: Right- so we... ... 

JB: And I was the first one out and L. 

CB: Anytime there was a break in fird is when we;., 

JB: We'd just start to move. 

CB: ,,.would start to move. That we st- felt that was our opportunity to start to move; 

JB: Sol got out first ahd then mV girlfriend. And we thought he was behind me but his 

foot got stuck in something... 
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OB: My (eg got caught up in a wire under there so I really had to takrmy time to really get 

untangled. And then once I got out i heard more shots so I got back down: And then 

somebody yelled, “He's reloading, he's reloading* so then I continued to run towards, 

uh, the MGM. \ 

JB; And we got separated at that point 

JM; What abou,.. 

DK: That's understandable with all-everything gbinf on. 

JB: OhGod. , 

JM: What about you ma’am? Whafd - what did you see? 

S3: Urn, I was sitting with, um, a friend who's an ex-Seeret Service agent: So we heard 

what we thought Were fireworks, and we saw, like, some smoke. And | looked at him 

and said, ‘Why are you iettingr Yog know, whatever. And then vye heard another 

thing of f - of f - we thought were fireworks. And then ail of a sudden we started 

hearing, like, bullets. And he yelled, "Get down:” And all the four of us just laid down 

and cbvered our heads and just laid there and laid there and laid there: And he kept 

saying, “Stay down stay down - i have to figure out where it’s coming from/’ And he 

kept looking up but he couldn’t figure it out. And then the - it would stop and we kept 

saying, “What’s going on, what's going on?” And he said, Tdon't know just stay still.” 

$o they started again and we just laid there and laid there and laid there. And 

eventually he said, “I think it’s coming from over here. The next time there's a break - 
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run/" And so we - as soon as the - it - they stopped we all jumped up and we just all 

started running away from Mandalay Bay, or away from, umZ; 

CB: The venue. 

SS: The closest thing that could protect us Were some - some Deer.,, 

DK: Yes? 

SS: ...some beer, um... 

/SB;:./,;...standsand.,./ :T /■ //■/; 

JB: Oh my gosh. 

?: Hi: I'm sorry Pm - I’m with the other detectives put they wanted this dropped off * 

there's a - there’s a njghtclubthat’s donated all “ all ofthese things to the rooms,,: 

JB: Oh my gosh. 

?: ...so we're just dropping some things off. 

SS: Oh thank you so much. 

?: It’s biarikets and - you - you have to have a puppy, 

GB: All right, 

SS: Thank you so much. 

JB: You always Wanted a puppy Chris. 
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CB: There’s supposed to be a real puppy somewhere, 

?: You look a lot better today. You look a lot better; 

8$: I - L. 

?: Yeah. You look great 

SS: M -1 got a good night’s sleep last night so that’s good, 

?: You look a lot better today, 

CB: Thank you. 

SS:; Thank you -so much, 

CB: Y - yesterday was just all a blur, 

?: Okay. Sorry to interrupt 

JM: Chit’s 

JB; Thank you, 

SS: Thank you so much. Oh my goodness. 

JB; Thank you/ 

SS: Thank you, 

?: (Unintelligible). 

{(Crosstalk)) 

DK: Pve got another call (unintelligible)-.. 
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JM: Go ahead, Um, okay. How did, uh, how did you guys get outta there? Or how did 

you get outta there? 

GB: I just kept, uh, well when there was, uh, I just kept running towards, uht MGM, Um, 

and then, uh, I Was in the MGM and a nurse sat me down and she started to tend to 

my Wound, and - but then there was - somebody yelled, "They're coming, they’re 

coming-" So i think there was misinformation that there was more gunmen. So I was 

like, you’ve gotta be kidding die, I wa- at that point l Was pissed. 

DK: Yeah. 

CB: ‘Cause I -1 tho- i thought that 1 found refuge; ■ And/uh, I had my phone On my lap and 

my license ‘cause they were taking down the information. I had oxygen on '«■ and I 

just got up and I bolted outta there. It’s like, you gotta be kiddin’ me. 6m, and at that 

point my arm is just, like, dangling so I’m like plastic man runnin1 down the street 

Urn, j flagged down a car and this couple said, "Get in, get in’’ arid they dropped me 

off here. 

JM: Did you get their names, or? 

JB: Ido. 

CB: J - we have it 

JB: Uh, I have their names and a phone number. 

DK: Yeah. Uh, I, uh, I was at the Wynn When it happened. Um, $o we had 

misinformation. Everybodydid: So we thought they were goin’from hotel to hotel. 
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JB; Mnvhm. 

DK; So we were waitin' for ‘em to come to us. 

S3; Oh. 

JB: Oh geez. 

OK: But l believe what might've been - would Ve been so many people are injured coming 

to these different hotels - now people are thinking that they’re getting shot at*,. 

JM: It’s happening there. 

JB; Yeah. 

DK: I think that’s what happened. 

JB: Yeah. 

S3: Oh, I don't know, 

CB: Makes sense. 

JB: Yeah because... 

DK: ‘Cause I -1 didn’t -1 thought maybe somebody was callin’ in misin- misinformation - 

like this was a really well set up deal. But I'm pretty sure it was because people saw 

injured people cornin'in, 

JB: Yeah and we... 

CB: That makes sense. 
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JB; „.we experienced the same thing. When we got to Hooters before we got in the door 

- we heard just “Run; run, there’s more,” And people just started running and 

panicking. And we ran back out again: And then everybody said “No,. no, no, no, it's 

okay, you know, get back inside,” So we ended up going back. So I just remember 

seeing blood and just - there was.:; 

JM: Yeah, There was a lot of injured people; 

JB: The people who picked him up are and their phone number is 

DK: 

JB: Mm-hm. 

CB: Yeah. 

JM: The Secret Service guy that you were with - do you have his name? 

JB: Mm-hm. 

DK: U 

$$; Yeah, 

JB: Uh„. 

ho? 

CB: We didn’t get their last name. 

JB: , don't have their last name. 
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JB: 

OK: 

JB: You gotf^Hs’ number right? 
1 1 IN*1 ■ 1 , 

S3: Yeah. 

JB: And him and her wife - his wife were there. And number is 7 - I’m sorry ^ 

don’t knowttft number but that's his wife's number. 

JM: Has anyone else talked to you? 

CB: No. 

JB: Uh, we had - they had a FBI woman come in that was. 

CB: But she was more... 

JM: The advocate? 
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CB: Yeah. 

JM: To make sure you’re okay and stuff? 

CB; Yeah. ' 

JB: , Yeah. . . 

JM; Um, was there anything that you think might help ps in oiir investigation that you guys 

think we should know? 

JB:, ; No:! m - J think you're probably hearing the same thing of everybody. Everybody 

thought it was firecrackers. 

DK: Everybody thought it was fireworks, yeah. 

CB: I thought it was fireworks. 

JB: And then it stopped and then.it started popping again. And it wa$nTt until we saw the 

band run that we realized what was happening; 

JM: Yeah, At first we thought it was like one area - from the first couple people we talked 

to it seemed like,., 

JB: So did he go from like - start shooting at the stage and then just started moving like 

this? Is how it was shown..f 

DK: Yeah he had two different points of - of fire... 
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SS: Mm-hm, 

DK: ...arid he had several different weapons. He may have started in one spot to get 

everybody to run down to the other and then shot at the other - I'm not sure. 

dB: How does anybody shoot from that distance and get that many people? 

OK: Because he had a weapon that was almost- it was... 

JM: Koop. 

DK: ...it was made... 

OK: Nevermind. Sorry. I can’t answer that. 

JM: Sorry. 

DK: I used to be in the Marine Corps. 

JB: Oh okay. 

DK: Sol... 

JB: You get it. 

DK: ...from what I heard I... 

JB: You get it. 

DK: 1 under -1 understood it immediately but. 
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*JM: Um, well I appreciate your time. Urn,.: 

JS; Thank you very much. 

M: And* uhf thank you for answering our questions, 

CB: Thank you guys, 

SS: Thank you. Good luck to you. 

CB: Good luck. 

JM: Thanks. 

THIS VOLUNTARY STATEMENT WAS COMPLETED AT DESERT SPRINGS HOSPtrAL 
MEDICAL CENTER, 2075 E. FLAMINGO ROAD, LAS VEGAS* NV 89119. 
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. Time of dictation - time of interview is gonna be 1737 hours and 

the location of interview is gonna be Uni- University Medical Center, Room^J Bed 

K All right, Christy, you do understand this conversation is being recorded. Right? 

Okay. I’m gonna.put this right near you - yeah if you want you can take it Perfect 

you're^cyn^hfough^^ 

own words can you kinda tell me where you were at durin- - in the festival, uh, like, 

on the grounds, what part of the... : 

GG: So we were at the main stage and the main .stage was divided between kinda, like, a 

walkway where the performers could walk down the middle so if youyre looking at the 

stage we were on the right side of the stage about - I'm really bad with feet, urn, oh 

well actually the VIP section was to the right of us... 

CH: Okay. 

CG: ...and those were the bleachers and those were I would say about 70 feet... 

CH: Okay. 

CG: ...from where we were at. 

CH: Okay. 
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|(CG) 

CG; Yeah. 

OH: Um, what - explain how it ail started in your perspective. 

CO: Wall so I remember hearing what I thought was - I think they call them a brie* of 

fireworks.,. ' 

CH: Right. Yeah. 

CG: ...um, 1 thought it was that. And the only reason 1 say that is because someone to the 

right and then about 20 paces up - so maybe 20 paces right, 20 paces up... 

;■ : CV:-/■f;-.ja;;i;'■ /■■i?:-':!-;.'r.- i^■■■ 

CG: -.had shot off a, um, like, a confetti tube. 

CH: Okay. Yeah. 

CG; Like, right at the same time so I thought... 

CH: Terrible timing. " 

CG: ...it was not, you know, it was just someone being stupid and lighting off fireworks 

with that. But then I - so I didn't think anything of it, I turned around and in front of 

our group —and by this time people were yelling and screaming and running - and to 

the left of me was a girl on the ground and, urn, I saw her bleeding - that's when 1 

knew it was not fireworks. Um, and, her party or her - I don’t know if they were with 

her or just people - started yelling and saying call 911 she's not breathing. Um, and 

then I just - i looked to the right again back to our party and I saw her brother laying 

on the ground on his back and he appeared to not be breathing. And then I knew he 
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wasn't breathing whan my wife ^ she's an ultrasound tech, um,T- I rriay not be 

recalling it right but she’s kinda feisty and I think she was tellin’ everyone to get out of 

the way and she started doing CPR and started doing compressions. Someone was 

breathing and then I think they rotated. Like, she started breathing - well 1 mean 1 

know she started doing mouth-to-moutb and ithink then they rotated a coup- -I don't 

know who else was going it -1 don’t remember. 

OH: Okay. _ , _ ■ ■ 

CG: Urn, and then next thing I remember is - she had -1 just remember her seeing her at 

his feet so I figured she was tired and couldn't do the compressions anymore and I 

was, uh, I went over there -cause her mom was upset 'cause her son was on the 

■ floor... . 

CQ: So I kinda crawled over there to tell her, you know, he’s gonna be okay, he's gonna 

be okay. Um, and that’s when I saw her get shot, urn, in the left buttocks I think. And 

then shortly after -1 mean a millisecond I felt something in my left side and I told my 

wife i said I’ve been shot and she started screaming and said,. "Where? 

Where?” And i told her and she lifted up my shirt and looked and i just remember her 

saying, “Oh my God. Oh my God. We gotta go. We gotta go ” Um, but I had no 

strength... 
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CG: ...and 1 just laid down and I told her just to run. And she has two kids - two step-kids 

and so I told her to go - ju$t save herself and just leave me there. But she wouldn’t 

She’s feisty. And she started yelling at me and told me to, “Get the fuck up and run," 

crawl do whatever I had to do. So she saved my life ’cause I knew the longer I laid 

on the ground... 

CH; Take your time Take your time’caiise I don’t want you to get too excited. 

CG: The longer I laid on the ground the more time they had to shoot her and she was 

exposed so I -1 just started crawling: She grabbed my arm and was kind of pulling 

belly and then some man - and I know now it was his wife ~ was there and, um, I 

believe he said he was a vet - ex-military,.; 

CH: Mm-hm, 

CG: And he said they needed a shirt so my wife took her shirt off and gave it to him to put 

compressions and - and then they were asking me if I was okay and I remember -1 

remember just wanting to go to sleep. I couldn't stay awake... 

CH: Right. 

CG: ...and so I heard the man say she’s gonna bleed out if we don’t get her to a hospital. 

So he gods - you know, yelling at me not in a mean way but saying -- you gotta get 

on your feet, you gotta get on ydur feet Sbfum.Idid. I stood up. His wife had her 

hand on my side holding the shirt and he had his arm under my armpit on the other 

side and we were just running as fast as we can - as we could towards the exit. I 
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think it was gate near * oh it was the VIP Gate near Gate 3, And, umr we got out and 

he put me on the ground next to a car and then } saw, like, it was almost tike three 

people come up saying they were nurses, urn, or EMI - it was kinda both - and 

some girl said her name was Christine was holding my hand and was saying i was 

gonna be okay and they were getting a car and, um, and then, uh, a car pulled up 

and they told me to get in the car, along with a lady who had been shot I think in the 

shoulder and her husband - so we got - or boyfriend* We got in the backseat, my 

wife got in the front seat and I believe he was an Uber driver/ He was an older white 

■, l ^: ^...!nr^n.: (D.wt .fpn&i9;n . i 9■: 

CH: Mnvhm. 

CG: ;;and he was — people were asking him do you know where the hospital is and he 

was typing it in hts ph- - like Google or Maps or something. And I felt very uneasy:.. 

CG: ...because it just didn’t seem right if you’re an Uber driver how do you not know 

where the nearest hospital is. And he was doing everything * what looked like very 

slow motion to me. So I said, “I don’t the guy. 1 don’t trust him. I want out. 1 want 

out* And the husband said the same thing of the the lady said the same thing and 

was just yelling at him, “Go, go, go.” And I think - somebody I don’t know who - 

.* Kind of pounded on his window saying go ‘cause I think they needed the space. ,. 

STATEMENT OP: 
710014619 

<5> 
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(CO) 

CG: ...for the next car. So we drove down, um, Las Vegas Boulevard away from 

Mandalay Bay towards Circus Circus - I don't know what direction that is - and we 

had kinda came to an area where there were fire trucks and paramedics... 

CH: MnMm 

CG; ...like a triage area and so he couldn't go anymore. SoVHRumped out of the car 

and started yelling that we had two, urn, gunshot victims. The EMT or fireman - I 

don’t remember which - grabbed me, asked me where I was shot, she told him, he 

put me on the ground on, like, a mat - a trauma mat and said to lay there but 

•someone ^se;^l just r^meihbarsQm^ and 

so they put me on a - they picked me up by my hands and feet and put me on a - on 

a gurney and put me in the back of the ambulance. And then he did his thing... 

CH:. Mm-hm, 

CC: ...and said I had a collapsed lung and stuck me with a needle in the left rib area and 

then I was here. 

CH: Okay. Have you had any, uh, surgeries? 

CG: No. They wanted to leave the bullet in because they said it's more dangerous to 

remove it and its fragment * it's - there's fragments in my spleen, lung, kidney and 

vertebrae so... 
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CG: .,.they explained the process and said that stuff usually just get® dissolved by the 

body and or, uh,.. 

CH: Neutralizes down../ 

CG: Yeah. Add I don’t Know if he was joking but he said sometimes people Wake up and 

there's a bullet in their bed - it, like, just pops like a pimple and just comes out of the 

EWI: Yeah, Little fragments but there's gonna be microscopic ones the way it fragments it 

could. You could be, like, oh and next thing you know you-ve got a little piece of 

CG: Oh. Okay. Yeah, 

OH: Just like a sliver. 

i CG: Yeah. ■ , , ■ , 

CH: The body pushes foreign objects out. 

CG: ■ 'Kay. 

CH: If it’s close enough to the surface it would. 

CG: Yeah. 

CH: Urn, do you ever remember seein’ the shooter? 

CG: No. ' ' 

CH: Did you know where it was coming frdm? 



CG: ..just in case it was of any help to anybody. 

CH; There is, uh, I don’t actually have that number. Therms a phone number for the FBI 

they - if you’re willing to give that nun> - that video to... 

CG: Yeah. Of course. 

everybody is all working in unison so they ail know... 

CG: Okay. 

CH: Um, I just didn’t write it down or if l did it’s on a different pad of paper. Um, do you 

have anything “ She probably - she went through it all so.: 

EM: She was pretty detailed. 

CH: Yeah. Extremely detailed. 

EM: It’s good. 

CH: Um, what are they talkin’ about in your healing process? How long do they expect 

you to be here? ; 

CG: Um, well yesterday they said, um, wait what’s today? Tuesday? 

CH: Uh-huh. 
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CG: Uh, Sunday they said maybe by Wednesday, But then that i would have to spend 

the night in Vegas - they would prefer that I spend the night in Vegas T one to two 

nights just before I start driving - not me driving but driving home. 

CH: Right 

CG: But I think thafs now another day or two behind because they just took the chest 

tube out today and so * and i tried, urn, occupational therapy lady came and i can't 

stand yet... 

pH:' Okay. : 

CG: without - anyhow it was very difficult so they’re thinkin’ that’s not gonna be the 

. . '1 case. 

CH: Okay. 

PG: "fdt i^bayenTgpijtfch boy: _ijt:sf)QuldF;ibe":fW9 

no idea. 

CH: Where’s your wife at now? 

CG: Urn, she’s at the Jockey Club hopefully sleeping. 

CH: Okay. 

CG: Yeah. 

CH: She’s still in town though. Right? 
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OH: Okay, Excellent.^JUl you did awesome. All right, um, anything you Wanna ask 

me? Anything I can help you with, tell you.,. 

EM: Answers that we may possibly know that you,.. 

OH: I can't say I know ‘em all... 

CG: Well I mean I haven’t watched the news but I hear people. 

OH: 'Right, ' 

up and down the street either the night of or the night before telling people you’re all 

gonna die tomorrow. 

AL: She was in the concert. 

EM: ■ That Vffdth;What We'r^rdnd^rstah^ She - thafs 

CH: Mm-mm. 

EM: ,,.girlfriend, Who is girlfriend is is overseas right ridW. And they have confirmed that 

and she’s been overseas since before this event went down. It's not like she left right 

at that timeframe it’s beforehand. So, um... 

CG: Well I heard this person was detained... 

EM: That’s not his girlfriend. 
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GO; ,4his person was detained - the female - was detained but not a person of interest 

AL: And if you cant say anything that's fine. 

OH: Um, yeah as for that - with the - when they were talkin' with the crazy lady talkin’ I 

think it was just like that -just a crazy lady runnin4 her gums. And, um, (don’t know if 

there was anybody detained for that, um,„ 

SM: They did say on the new ~ they were talkin’ when they first put out that his girlfriend 

was a person of interest and they were lookin’ for her - that’s before they knew - that 

was immediately, like, when they found out Who he was, where he lived and that he 

out that they were looking for this person as a person of interest to figure out where 

she’s at And when they found out that she was out of the country at that time they 

said that she’s no longer an interest at that point. So they’re not actively, looking for 

point they were saying okay we don’t need to look for her anymore but she’s still 

going to be investigated to find out *. 

OH: As of right now they are talkin’ - they’re gonna talk to her. 

CG: It sounds like two people mixed into one story or something. 

EM: Yeah. We know 100% there was that other crazy lady that was going around and 

that hasn’t been any part of our investigation. They haven’t said anything so 

obviously they’ll keep digging into that further to find out more. ; 
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CG; Does anybody Know why? 

CH: There’s no motive yet. Not that they’ve - not that we as detectives know: If a 

detective does know its in a different unit and they are not releasin' it yet But as of 

right now, no motive. 

CG; Okay. And 1 just ask that because I haven’t been watching the news so... 

CH: Right , _ ' ' 

CG; ...if there was:,. 

EM: Thisy have gone to two homes that he owns:: C>ne in one dart of Nevada and- ohe in; 

the northern part of Nevada, So they Ve tracked down those things to try to figure out 

if he’s left any kind of clue or anything like that as to why. There’s - right now 

everything points to one of those things that doesn't make sense. There’s no history. 

You know, they said that he hadn’t had a parking ticket in the last... 

CG; That’s what I’ve heard. I heard that ISIS - again people talking - that ISIS took credit 

and then backed down right away and said they didn't. 

CM: Uh, yeah. It did come out as ISIS and that he had converted. But there’s no 

substantiating evi- evidence of it. 

CG: ' Okay. ■ ' ' , 1 

CH; At all. Urn, now maybe later will that come out? its possible but as of right now no 

one is callin’it international terrorism. 
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CH: Its, uh, but they don't find anything - any reason to believe that ISIS had anything to 

do with it either, Sobutthafsfromwhatlknpw. I don’t Know it all liKe! said.;, 

CG: Yeah, ' ■ . ■ ■ 

CH: There's some higher ups that are keepin’ some stuff close to ’em so.,. ; 

CG: As they should. 

CH: Um, and it’ll air come out probably, like, in a few weeks * well after your -you’ve left 

here so... 

CH: And it will all come out and it will be, they're gonna compile - because you got ATF, 

you got our entire department, you have all the smaller departments; in the area 

helping us out, you have FBI. So our office is basically - has CNN, FBI, Fox News, 

„■ Y?U know, you name it they're all therev^^^$9 there’s a lot of moying parts, urn, so 

they're trying to get it out as fast as possible with the pertinent information but some 

of this is gonna take some time. 

CG: Yeah. We appreciate it 

CH: V*do you have anything? Like a different perspective? Anything you could 

At: Uh, I was standing probably six feet from you helping with her mom. I was ~ five feet 

in front of me away from my mom and about seven feet diagonnal from my brother. 
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Uh, I was sitting next to, um, ho was a certified EMT - he’s a friend of ours his name 

isl 

CH; Mrrvhnl 

CG: it wad 

AL: Mm-hm. He was standing next to me and i looked at him when the first shots went 

off and, um, I kinds saw a green light up by the floors of Mandalay Bay when it was 

happening ‘cause we were looking around trying to figure out where it was. 

CH: Right _ ■; ;; ,.„, ^ \ /■, ^ ■ . _, ■ ■ ^ , 

AL: Um, I looked atyilp 'cause it was my first instinct and he said it was probably 

fireworks or something because that’s what it sounded like ’cause it was very loud i in 

there. Urn,, and then the second shots went off and we made eye contact and he 

jumped on top of me and his girlfriend. Um, and then we all kinda jumped down and 

after they were down firing those second shots, um, one of my brother's good friends 

is LAPP, um, and he came over to find me to make sure I was okay. Um, took me 

over to my brother. Um, Pm standing over him obviously. And then, uh, my mother 

made me go with, um, our other family friends so I was sprinting as fast as I could 

with my out of date soccer skills. Um, and that’s when the third round Went off and I 

was with two moms and two of our close family friends and we ducked behind a trash 

can. Um, firing stopped, went off again, uh, ducked behind another trash can - j 

believe that was the fourth one ~ and then we got to kind of like a titanium bar and 

that was when the fifth one went off. And we were kinda by the exits - there was if 
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you walk straight back there were porta potties and going to the right was the exit. 

And there were bins right behind the porta potties that we were wedged in between 

because, uh, that was when l think the fifth or the sixth firing went off;.. 

OKay> J; 

AL; -.and then it stopped; So we went - on our way out ran towards Tropicana and they 

have the sirens going off and someone said that there was another shooter on the 

strip and so we started running towards the Hooters parking structure ‘cause there 

was a cinder block wall and that's what me and, um, one of the moms said that we 

the bed of a truck for about 20 minutes or so and then the only way out was back on 

the strip. So we managed to flag down a, uh, car that was going by and he drove us 

to the South Point Resort... 

CH: -yeah;:.:; ,/. :: 

At: .J think that’s what it's called/ 

CH: Way south? 

AL: Yeah. And, uh, one of our family friends has a relative out here so him and his 

roommate came and picked us up and then, urn, that’s when l found out my mom 

had got hit... 
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AL; ...and, urn, that my brother was going to the hospital; So, uh, my mom was 

discharged at probably midnight or so and she hadn't - she and my brother’s 

girlfriend who were interviewed both by the police at the hospital - and they got back 

to us so. We weren't allowed to see my brother until his surgery* 

OH: Yeah. Usually ICU theyVe pretty strict about that 

AL: Yeah. So he had, urn, gotten shot in the, uh, right arm. So they took a vein from his 

leg and put it into, urn; part of it because it kinds Went through and he had internal 

bleeding right around here.,. 

AL: Yeah, They ripped - they hitched the auxiliary artery I think it was - yeah so they 

lifted up his ribcage and stuff and got ail that out so. So he’s a little groggy and 

everything but... 

EM: nibet. '' ' '' 

AL: ...for the most part he’s okay. He’s - he’s being a smartass. 

CH: He’s gonna survive. Right? 

AL: Yeah, He’s okay. He just doesn’t... 

EM: Somebody there - if I remember your last name as one of the names they gave out 

somebody’s going to interview him, 

AL: My brother? 
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CH: So shooting, break, shooting,., 

AL: Five or six, 

CH; So five or six volleys? 

AL; At least five. 

CG; I have ~.l' mean after I was shot 1 heard it but I don't realty remember when it stopped 

and when it... 

CH: Right. Right. 

anything anymore. To the point people were walking very casually. 

Um> so I heard five for sure. When we were in the Troplcana we thought we heard 

more but we w^re also inside so we'm not 100% positive. 

• Til explain that 

AL; 

CH: 

AL: Urn, so; 

CH: Okay. 

AL: 

CH: Okay, And that’s 

AL: Yes, 

phone number i 

CH; Excellent Do you have anything else? 
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EM: No. AH right. End of interview is gonna be 1803 hours. All the same people present 

at the same location. Thank you. 
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